A Captivating Bedtime Book

One keen, clear night, a polar bear cub wakes inside her warm den. Something in the moonlit stillness quietly beckons. What is it? The little cub sets out for the snow and sky and sea and ice, and the moon follows. So begins a magical journey through a starlit world filled with love and wonder. Soothing words and luminous pictures make this nighttime tale as comforting as a goodnight kiss.

My Personal Review:
While many childrens bedtime books are trite and redundant, every now and then you find one thats unique. Polar Bear Night is one of those books, and it immediately became a favorite of both kids and adults in our house.

It has a sparse visual style thats also very interesting - much more like retro graphic design than typical childrens illustration. Still, the animal characters are each very cute and our son loves each of them.

The story is simple yet full of wonder - perfect for calming kids down before bed while also opening up their imaginations as well.

I see that Amazon is bundling this book with Kittens First Full Moon and they are both great books with comparable storylines. However, it didnt take long for this book to overtake Kitten as our favorite each night. Enjoy!
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